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Neston Riser Recliner Chair 
The Neston range offers exceptional comfort with its soft, welcoming back design and soft 'pillow' 

arms. Available in a wide range of fabrics and leather. Matching sofas and chairs are offered in 

small and standard sizes throughout the range. There is the option of a larger "Royale" size on all 

Recliners and a smaller "Petite" size, with a shallower seat and lower seat height is available on 'Lift 

& Rise' recliners. 

Size 

Lift & rise recliner, Petite w 81.5 x h 99.5 x d 92 cm 

(seat height 45.5cm, seat width 81.5cm, seat depth 51cm) 

Lift & rise recliner, Small w 82.5 x h 101.5 x d 95.5 cm  

(seat height 49cm, seat width 45cm, seat depth 53cm) 

Lift & rise recliner, Standard w 85 x h 103.5 x d 98.5 cm 

(seat height 49cm, seat width 47.5cm, seat depth 55.5cm) 

Lift & rise recliner, Royale w 93 x h 105.5 x d 102 cm 

(seat height 49cm, seat width 52.5cm, seat depth 57cm) 
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SINGLE AND DUAL motor options available 

The Single motor and Dual motor actions both lift and tilt the recliner forward so getting in and 

out is the easiest thing imaginable. The full powerlift facility is designed to assist suffers of arthritis, 

rheumatism, MS, poor circulation and many other mobility restrictions. 

The smooth and easy Single motor action enables the footrest to be fully raised before the back 

starts reclining. It also allows the sleeping position to be reached (less reclined than on the Dual 

motor design) from a starting position 20cm from the wall. 

The sophisticated Dual motor mechanism enables you to control the backrest and footrest 

independently to reach the exact position you want including a near-horizontal full sleeping 

position (needs 38cm gap from the wall). 

Optional LUMBAR ADJUSTMENT available at extra cost – choose this additional feature to enhance 

your comfort even further. Using the two extra buttons on the handset, you can increase and 

reduce the level of lumbar (lower back) support to reach the most comfortable position for you. 

There is the option of a larger “Royale” size on all Recliners. A smaller “Petite” size, with a shallower 

seat and lower seat height is available on matching ‘Lift & Rise’ recliners. 

All recliner chairs and Lift and Rise chairs come with a five year guarantee on all actions, frames, 

motors, handsets and all other electrical parts. 

Single-use Emergency Back-up fitted as standard and Multi-use Battery Back-up available at extra 

cost. 

Supplied with castors for ease of movement Front castors lift away to ensure stability in raised 

positions. Glides now available as an alternative to castors for solid flooring. 

The ‘Lift & Rise’ Recliner is available in Petite, Small, Standard and Royale sizes. They are designed 

with full powerlift facility to assist sufferers of arthritis, rheumatism, MS, poor circulation and many 

other mobility restrictions. With the advantage of two-motor control, you can adjust the backrest 

and footrest independently to reach any desired reclining position, including a near-horizontal full 

sleeping position. The smooth and easy single motor action enables the footrest to be fully raised 

before the back starts reclining. Maximum recommended weight 159 kg (25 stones). 

Supplied with removable back to make the task of delivering the Recliner into your home so much 

easier. 
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